Background
T E X is a typesetting system developed by Donald E. Knuth [15] . T E X works by processing an input '.tex' file which contains text interspersed with commands, such as commands to change the typeface, insert space, add accents, etc.
The low-level, atomic commands provided by T E X are called primitives. Considered individually, primitives provide very limited and specialized functionality. Sequences of primitives (again, possibly mingled with text) are usually combined together in a macro. Therefore macros provide more powerful typesetting capabilities than individual primitives. Macros can in turn be combined to any level of nesting to form other macros.
Such intricate system of macros can be collected in a file or several files to form a macro package, or a format file. Some macro packages specialize on particular features, such as fonts and typefaces, typesetting of music or lyrics. Other macro packages provide general capabilities useful in development of other macros and packages.
As part of his work on T E X, Donald E. Knuth developed plain T E X [14] , a general-purpose macro package. It was followed by many other macro packages: Eplain [7] , A M S-T E X [5, 22] , L a T E X [16, 17] , Texinfo [9] , ConT E Xt [19] , Lollipop [10] and many others. Nowadays L a T E X is by far the most popular macro package.
Eplain
The original plain T E X is more or less a low-level interface to T E X primitives (while providing a number of user-oriented macros). It lacks many features which most document writers will reasonably expect, implementation of which requires some experience in T E X macro programming language. A good example is using labels for cross-references. Instead of manually inserting absolute numbers throughout the manuscript, authors like to assign labels to various parts of the document such as sections, figures, etc. When later T E X encounters a cross-reference with a label, it automatically changes the label to the appropriate number. This saves lots of manual work when parts of the document are reordered.
The Eplain macro package was written by Karl Berry as part of the book T E X for the Impatient [1] , published by Addison-Wesley in 1990. Eplain expands on and extends the definitions in plain T E X, providing features such as symbolic cross-referencing, lists, citations, indexing and many other capabilities. Eplain provides both macros intended to be used directly in documents and macros to be used as tools in developing formats.
Eplain vs. L A T E X
As L a T E X is the most popular macro package for T E X, a note on how Eplain compares to L a T E X is in place.
The philosophy of Eplain is to provide functionality which can be used (or not used) as desired, without forcing any typographic style on an author. This approach is much different from that of L a T E X. L a T E X hides many details from the user, making it easier to write documents with predefined styles and harder to produce bad typesetting. A vast number of additional packages has been developed to allow users to customize L a T E X, but desired changes can still sometimes be hard to accomplish. L a T E X is sometimes regarded as an easier-to-learn package, suitable for beginners and occasional T E X users; however, many T E X experts are L a T E X users, of which many participate in T E X and L a T E X development. On the other hand, plain T E X and many plain-T E X-based packages (of which Eplain is one) are regarded as "hacker-intensive", and are mostly used by professional compositors and designers or people who know T E X internals well and like to keep T E X under complete control.
T E X and electronic document interchange
While T E X documents can be distributed in the form of source '.tex' files, this requires recipients to have a working installation of T E X in order to process the '.tex' files prior to viewing or printing. Another complication is that to produce identical outputs, systems must have fonts with identical metrics installed, which is cumbersome and not always possible due to technical or legal issues.
T E X's native output format, DVI (from "device independent") is still not appropriate for document interchange. Most importantly, it does not allow embedding of actual glyphs of fonts used by the document, it can only store general information about those fonts, so the problem of availability of compatible font files persists.
All these problems can be overcome with Adobe's PostScript format and Portable Document Format (PDF). Both of these formats allow font embedding and preserve exactly layout of a document. Several utilities had been created for conversion from DVI to PostScript [20] , from DVI to PDF [13, 24] and from PostScript to PDF [11] , as well as a T E X engine capable of outputting PDF directly [23, 25] .
PostScript [2] is a page description language designed to convey a description of a page to a printer. While it was intended as a language to be "understood" by printer drivers and even directly by some high-end printers, software packages had been developed which allow viewing PostScript documents on a computer monitor [11] . PostScript format has become an unofficial standard among professionals, but remains exotic among unsophisticated users, especially on Microsoft Windows.
On the other hand, Portable Document Format [3] was designed explicitly for electronic document interchange. As such, it has some features beneficial to electronic documents which are not available in PostScript, for example, hypertext links. Furthermore, PDF is commonplace on a wider variety of platforms, compared to PostScript. This makes PDF the best candidate for distribution of electronic documents produced with T E X.
Hypertext links in T E X
The original T E X engine has no built-in support for hypertext links (a.k.a. hyperlinks). Many of the present-day file formats with hyperlinking capabilities did not even exist at the time T E X was written. However, T E X's \special primitive can be used to instruct T E X to write special directives into its DVI output file. These directives are not interpreted by T E X in any way; they are intended for programs which process the DVI files, be it printing or converting to other formats, such as PostScript or PDF. This approach is used by DVI-to-PDF and DVI-to-PostScript-to-PDF 1 converters (such as dvipdfmx [13] , and dvips [20] with Ghostscript [11] ) to embed special features of the PDF format.
For example, invoking this \special command from T E X:
\special{pdf: dest ( label ) [@thispage /FitH @ypos]} writes into the output DVI file a directive which instructs dvipdfmx to create a PDF hyperlink destination (dest) named label on the current page (@thispage) which fits the width of the page to the viewer window (/FitH) at the current vertical position (@ypos). Another approach is to extend the original T E X engine with the ability to generate one of the hyperlink formats-T E X's set of primitives can be extended to include hyperlink commands. This is the approach used by the pdfT E X engine [23, 25] which is capable of producing PDF files directly from T E X sources, skipping the DVI generation and processing step.
For example, this is pdfT E X equivalent of the above \special command:
\pdfdest name{ label } fith
Hypertext macros
In principle, it is possible to create a document with hypertext links with T E X by directly specifying \special commands for a DVI processor or extended pdfT E X primitives in the document. However, this is inconvenient, and higher level macros can greatly simplify the use of hypertext links. Several macro packages had been developed for this purpose. For example, the hyperref package for L a T E X "extends the functionality of all the L a T E X cross-referencing commands (including the table of contents, bibliographies, etc.) to produce \special commands which a driver can turn into hypertext links; it also provides new commands to allow the user to write ad hoc hypertext links, including those to external documents and URLs" [21] . Unfortunately, hyperref is tightly integrated with L a T E X and cannot be used with plain T E X or packages based on plain T E X.
The hyperbasics [8] and lanlmac [12] packages provide hypertext functionality for plain T E X. These packages are based on HyperT E X [18] , a standard for embedding hypertext links in the DVI file. This standard is by necessity quite limited and cannot take advantage of many hypertext-related features of PDF.
Hypertext links in Eplain
This document describes an attempt to provide hypertext capabilities to plain T E X users through the Eplain macro package, similar to what hyperref provides to L a T E X users. Besides providing simple wrappers around low-level \special commands or primitives, existing Eplain macros are extended to automatically create hypertext links for cross-references, citations, indexes, etc.
The following chapters describe implementation of the hyperlink support in Eplain; for usage instructions refer to Eplain user manual [7] .
Hypertext link support was introduced in Eplain starting with version 3.0 [26] .
Implementation overview
In the following discussion, we will use the term link to refer to a hypertext link, and the term destination to refer to a hypertext destination (a.k.a. target or anchor). When referring to links and destinations jointly, we will use the term hyperlinks. Line numbers in brackets in typewriter type (like this: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ) refer to the code listing 8.1 (see Appendix, p. 17). As mentioned above, several options exist for producing PDFs with hypertext links with T E X. To provide a way to support all these possibilities as well as future developments, hyperlink support is structured to separate generic hyperlink macros independent of a PDF engine used, from macros defining functionality specific to a PDF engine. These latter macros are organized as hyperlink drivers (see Chapter 3, p. 7).
The generic hyperlink macros can be used directly by the user to create explicit hyperlinks (see Chapter 4, p. 9). For example, \hlstart{url}{}{http://tug.org} \TeX{} Users Group web site\hlend typesets the text "T E X Users Group web site" as an explicit link to the specified URL, http://tug.org. These generic hyperlink macros are also used internally by several Eplain macros to create implicit hyperlinks. For example, referring to a defined crossreference with the command \ref{Chapter:Implementation} converts the chapter reference into a hyperlink behind the scenes. Eplain macros which implicitly generate destinations are assigned to one of the destination groups (or destgroups for short); Eplain macros which implicitly generate links are assigned to one of the link groups (or linkgroups for short) (see Chapter 5, p. 11) .
Several macros are provided to control various aspects of hyperlinks, such as type, width and color of link border, hypertext color, etc. These macros are described in Chapter 6, p. 12.
It is possible to temporarily or permanently disable or enable all hyperlinks at once or any hyperlink group selectively. The macros to do this are described in Chapter 7, p. 14.
Hyperlink drivers
Version 3.0 of Eplain was released with two "real" drivers, pdftex and dvipdfm, and one pseudo-driver, nolinks. As of this writing (April 2006), development version of Eplain also provides the hypertex driver.
Defining a driver
In this section we will look at how a new hyperlink driver can be defined.
When the user calls \enablehyperlinks[ driver name ] [552-628], the presence of the driver is established by checking that a macro with the name \hldriver@ driver name is defined [600]. If \enablehyperlinks finds the requested driver, it calls the command \hldriver@ driver name , which is expected to define several commands with special names (see Table 3 .1). These special commands are what defines the behavior of the driver-they are used by the generic hyperlink macros (see Chapter 4, p. 9) to handle driver-specific part of hyperlink creation. \hl@driver This is a multiplexer for all supported link types. The type is passed in \@hltype; the label is passed in \@hllabel. \hl@type Name of the default link type, to be used when no type is specified. \hl@typeh@ name Should be defined for each link type name the driver supports. Actual definition does not matter. \hl@opt@ name Should be defined to a default value for each link option name the driver supports (except colormodel and color, see Section 4.2, p. 9). These will be set according to user preferences before calling \hl@driver (see \@hlend Should end the link started by \hl@driver.
Driver dvipdfm
This driver [957-1154] implements the \special commands supported by the dvipdfm [24] and dvipdfmx [13] DVI-to-PDF converters. This driver allows exten-sive customization of hyperlinks. See [7] for description of the types and options supported by this driver.
Driver hypertex
This driver [702-781] implements the HyperT E X standard [18] . This driver supports very limited customization due to the nature of the HyperT E X standard. See [7] for description of the types and options supported by this driver.
Driver pdftex
This driver [782-956] implements the extended primitives of the pdfT E X engine [23, 25] . This driver allows extensive customization of hyperlinks. See [7] for description of the types and options supported by this driver.
Pseudo-driver nolinks
Hyperlink macros use several features of T E X which can possibly affect spacing and page-breaking. The nolinks driver [629-701] is a pseudo-driver for situations when you've prepared a document with hyperlinks and just want to compile a version without them. This driver omits all hyperlinks in the document but ensures that spacing and page-breaking are the same as what you were getting with hyperlinks enabled. Details can be found in [7] .
Explicit hyperlinks
In this chapter we'll look at the generic hyperlink macros which work on top of the hyperlink driver and provide the basis for user-level explicit hyperlink macros.
Destinations
\@hldest [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] is the macro which is called to create a destination. This is what ends up as \hldest when the user enables hyperlinks [544]. \@hldest works by first parsing its list of options (see Section 4.3) and then calling the driver (\hldest@driver, see Section 3.1, p. 7).
Unlike all other options which are handled by the driver, the option raise is handled in \hldest@aftergetparam . This is because raising of destinations is handled the same way for all drivers using the standard T E X primitives. Destinations are raised by placing them inside a box of zero width, height and depth, and then raising that box to the requested height using T E X's \raise primitive. Raising is made only in horizontal mode; in vertical mode the destination is placed directly in the vertical list, without an enclosing box.
Links
\@hlstart [44-61] and \@hlend (see Section 3.1, p. 7) are the macros which are called to create a hyperlink. They end up as \hlstart and \hlend, respectively, when the user enables hyperlinks [536-539].
\@hlstart works by first parsing its list of options (see Section 4.3) and then calling the driver (\hl@driver, see Section 3.1, p. 7).
Unlike all other options which are handled by the driver, the two common options, colormodel and color, are handled in \hlstart@aftergetparam [61-76]. This is because coloring is not directly supported by the drivers. Instead, we rely on the user to define the \color command which should take care of the coloring (for example, by loading L a T E X's color package which is supported by Eplain; see [7] , section on using L a T E X packages with Eplain). The calling sequence for the \color command is the following:
where [ color model ] is optional and can be omitted. The actual format of the color model and color parameters is not in any way controlled by the hyperlink macros, therefore the user is responsible for setting the colormodel and color hyperlink options to appropriate values. Note, however, that default values for these options are: colormodel=cmyk color=0.28,1,1,0.35
If the user's \color command does not understand such specifications, the user might need to override the default values of the colormodel and color link options prior to using the link macros.
Handling of options
Parsing and setting of options is identical for \@hldest and \@hlstart, therefore it is done by the \hl@getparam macro [79-118] which is called by both \@hldest and \@hlstart. The options are set locally within a T E X group, so that the setting is only effective for the current instance of the hyperlink macro.
\hl@getparam first checks that the requested destination or link type is supported by the driver, by checking that the command \hl@typeh@ name or \hldest@typeh@ name is defined [96] (see Section 3.1, p. 7).
Next, for each option in the comma-separated list of option assignments of the form option = value , \hl@getparam calls \hl@set@opt [128-143] which ensures that the option is supported by the driver (by checking that the command \hl@opt@ name or \hldest@opt@ name is defined [130], see Section 3.1, p. 7) and then sets that option to the requested value.
Options not listed in the option list automatically retain previous values.
After parsing and setting all options from the option list, \hl@getparam calls \after@hl@getparam [123] (set to \hldest@aftergetparam by \@hldest [15] and to \hlstart@aftergetparam by \@hlstart [55]); \after@hl@getparam handles the driver-independent options (raise for destinations, colormodel and color for links, see Section 4.1, p. 9 and Section 4.2, p. 9) and then calls the driver to create destination or link using the options that have been set. All destgroups should be listed in \hldest@groups [187] ; all linkgroups should be listed in \hl@groups [188] . These are used by the macros which set types and options (see Chapter 6, p. 12) and turn hyperlinks on/off (see Chapter 7, p. 14) to process the special group '*' which expands to all defined groups.
Hyperlink types and options
Each driver declares link and destination types it supports and options which the user may set to control various aspects of hyperlinks (see Section 3.1, p. 7). Section 6.1 describes macros for setting default types and options which are used when the type or an option are not specified by the user in a call to an explicit hyperlink macro (see Section 4.3, p. 9) and when the type or an option are not defined for a hyperlink group (see Chapter 5, p. 11) . Macros for setting hyperlink group types and options are described in Section 6. 
Default types and options
Default destination type is stored in \hldest@type; default link type is stored in \hl@type. Default value for an option name is stored in \hldest@opt@ name or \hl@opt@ name . These macros are initialized by a hyperlink driver (see Section 3.1, p. 7).
Before \@hl@setparam is executed from one of the top-level interface macros, \hl@param@read@excl [224-233] checks for the presence of '!' following them and remembers its presence by setting the \if@params@override switch to true. This will later determine whether the current group option list is erased before applying the new option list (see Section 6.2).
If group list is empty (i.e., if no optional argument is given to top-level interface macro), \@hl@setparam calls \hl@setparam@default [240] . Otherwise \@hl@setparam starts scanning the list of groups in the optional parameter and setting group options or types for the groups listed (see Section 6.2). However, if a reserved group with the empty name is encountered in the list of groups, \hl@setparam@default is called to set the default options or types [264] .
When setting options, \hl@setparam@default [292-315] iterates over the option list, calling \hl@set@opt [128-143] to set an option (the same macro is used by the explicit hyperlink macros, see Section 4.3, p. 9). When setting type, \hl@setparam@default simply defines a macro named \hl@type or \hldest@type to the requested value.
Group types and options
Group type for a group name is stored in \hldest@type@ name [412] [413] [414] [415] [416] [417] [418] [419] [420] or \hl@type@ name [443] [444] [445] [446] [447] [448] [449] [450] [451] [452] [453] [454] [455] . Unlike default options, we do not store value for each option for each group in a separate macro. Instead, we store a commaseparated list of option = value assignments for each group name in the macros \hldest@opts@ name [421] [422] [423] [424] [425] [426] [427] [428] [429] or \hl@opts@ name [456] [457] [458] [459] [460] [461] [462] [463] [464] [465] [466] . These lists contain a subset of the supported options; if assignment for some option is not in the list, the default value (see Section 6.1) for that option will be used.
When the optional parameter is not empty, \@hl@setparam starts iterating over the list of groups in the optional parameter using the \For loop [248].
Two special group names are reserved and are treated specially: a group named '*' is expanded to all defined destgroups (for \hldesttype and \hldestopts) or linkgroups (for \hltype and \hlopts); and a group with the empty name, which sets a default type or options.
Upon encountering the '*' group, \hl@do@all@groups (just a \gobble by default) is defined to recursively call \@hl@setparam with a list of all defined destgroups or linkgroups for the optional parameter [249] . \hl@do@all@groups is called after the \For loop is completed [257] .
For all other groups \@hl@setparam calls \hl@setparam@group to parse and set types and options for the group [253] . \hl@setparam@group [260-291] first checks for an empty group, handled simply by calling \hl@setparam@default. For all other groups, type is set by defining the macro \hldest@type@ group name or \hl@type@ group name to the requested value; and option list is parsed and set by \hl@update@opts@with@list. For option lists, \hl@setparam@group also clears the previous value of the group's option list if the switch \if@params@override is set to true [278] (see p. 12).
\hl@update@opts@with@list [316-332] iterates over the user-provided list of option assignments, calling \hl@update@opts@with@opt for each. Since one \For loop is already in progress at the outer level (within \@hl@setparam [248]), the loop in \hl@update@opts@with@list is placed within the \begingroup ... \endgroup group to avoid clashes with the outer-level \For.
\hl@update@opts@with@opt [333-380] takes option assignment and constructs a new option list out of the current option list for the group by either updating that option (if the option is already in the list) or adding it at the end of the list (if the option is not yet in the list). This new option list is saved in \hl@update@new@list [373] and then assigned in \hl@update@opts@with@list as the group's option list [330] . Here again, \hl@update@opts@with@opt uses the \For loop, which has to be isolated to avoid clashes with an outer-level \For.
Turning hyperlinks on/off
The next group of macros is for turning hyperlinks on and off. It is possible to switch all hyperlinks on the lowest level, so that all hyperlink macros stop creating hyperlinks (see Section 7.1). It is also possible to switch only hyperlinks generated by macros from specific destinations or link groups (see Section 7.2 Since the macros \@@hloff and \@@hldestoff are "cheaper" than the fullfledged \hloff and \hldestoff, they are used extensively by Eplain macros when they need to unconditionally turn off all hyperlinks.
Turning group hyperlinks on/off
Current state of a group name is stored as an integer value in the macros \hldest@on@ name [402] [403] [404] [405] [406] [407] [408] [409] [410] [411] (for a destgroup) or \hl@on@ name [431] [432] [433] [434] [435] [436] [437] [438] [439] [440] [441] [442] (for a linkgroup). The value of '0' (zero) means that the group is turned off; other values mean that the group is turned on.
When the optional parameter (list of groups) is not empty, \@finhlswitch starts iterating over the list of groups in the optional parameter using the \For loop [516-531]. Two special group names are reserved and are treated specially: a group named '*' is expanded to all defined destgroups (for \hldeston and \hldestoff) or linkgroups (for \hlon and \hloff); and a group with the empty name, which switches the low-level hyperlink macros (see Section 7.1).
Upon encountering the '*' group, \hl@do@all@groups (just a \relax by default) is defined to recursively call \@finhlswitch with a list of all defined destgroups or linkgroups for the optional parameter [517]. \hl@do@all@groups is called after the \For loop is completed [533] .
For all other groups \@finhlswitch defines \hldest@on@ group name or \hl@on@ group name to '0' (for \hldestoff and \hloff) or '1' (for \hldeston and \hlon).
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Appendix. Source listing
[23] \def\hldest@aftergetparam{% [24] \ifvmode [25] % In vertical mode we don't raise the destination, so it can go [26] % directly into the vertical list. 
